
An experience where 
strength meets comfort!

Place it Add Water Plug it in

Three easy  
steps

Made in Canada, the Spartan spa is our most updated spa to date. Its modern and current exterior 
will blend perfectly with your environment and we are sure that it will meet your needs and will be 
able to offer you magical moments with friends and family all year round.

A simple but solid design
EASY INSTALLATION  
No ground preparation required. Install on a level  
surface; no patio or concrete required.

INNOVAFLOW TECHNOLOGY 
An energy-efficient system that minimizes demand on 
the water heater, resulting in energy savings.

POLYETHYLENE 
Molded in one piece, the Spartan is tough and virtually 
indestructible. There is no risk of cracking and it  
remains easy to maintain.

120V CONNEXION 
Immediately plugged into a wall outlet, immediately 
ready to use. It is economical and efficient. The Spartan  
is compatible with a 240V input.

FOUR SEASONS  
The Spartan has been tested in different climatic  
conditions. Thermafoil insulation creates a thermal cabin 
effect. A 240V connection is nevertheless recommended 
for optimal use during winter.
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Regular features

 5 seats

 21 jets

 85 in x 72 in x 34 in 

 1000 L  |  264 Gal

 320 lb  |  145 kg (empty)

Spartan Model

Most popular features
• Five (5) adult places including:

- Two (2) wrap-around and relaxing captain‘s chairs

- Triple hybrid bench allowing three people to sit  
comfortably, also serves as a bed.

• 21 powerful jets offering all possible types 
of massage, in all directions.

• LED backlit adjustable waterfall chute with  
built-in coasters.

• Air control button allowing different levels  
of whirlpools, which are essential to  
the spa experience.

BUILT TO LAST 
PORTABLE 

EASY INSTALLATION
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POLYETHYLENE

Dark grey


